We present a multi-purpose algorithm for simultaneous face detection, face alignment, pose estimation, gender recognition, smile detection, age estimation and face recognition using a single deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The proposed method employs a multi-task learning framework that regularizes the shared parameters of CNN and builds a synergy among different domains and tasks. Extensive experiments show that the network has a better understanding of face and achieves state-of-the-art result for most of these tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face analysis is a challenging and actively researched problem with applications to face recognition, emotion analysis, biometrics security, etc. Though the performance of few challenging face analysis tasks such as unconstrained face detection and face verification have greatly improved when CNN-based methods are used, other tasks such as face alignment, head-pose estimation, gender and smile recognition are still challenging due to lack of large publicly available relevant training data. Furthermore, all these tasks have been approached as separate problems, which makes their integration into end-to-end systems inefficient. For example, a typical face recognition system needs to detect and align a face from the given image before determining the identity. This results in error accumulation across different modules. Even though the above mentioned tasks are correlated, existing methods do not leverage the synergy among them. It has been shown recently that jointly learning correlated tasks can boost the performance of individual tasks [60] , [37] , [5] .
In this paper, we present a novel CNN model that simultaneously solves the tasks of face detection, landmark localization, pose estimation, gender recognition, smile detection, age estimation and face verification and recognition (see Fig. 1 ). We choose this set of tasks since they span a wide range of applications. We train a CNN jointly in a multi-task learning (MTL) framework (Caruana [3] ), such that parameters from lower layers of CNN are shared among all the tasks. In this way, the lower layers learn a general representation common to all the tasks, whereas upper layers are more specific to the given task, which reduces over-fitting in the shared layers. Thus, our model is able to learn robust features for distinct tasks. Employing multiple tasks enables the network to learn the correlations between data from different distributions in an effective way. This approach saves both time and memory in an end-to-end system, since it can simultaneously solve the tasks and requires the storage of a single CNN model instead of separate CNN for each task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which simultaneously solves a diverse set of face analysis tasks using a single CNN in an end-to-end manner.
We initialize our network with the CNN model trained for face recognition task by Sankaranarayanan et al. [42] . We argue that a network pre-trained on face recognition task possesses fine-grained information of a face which can be used to train other face-related tasks efficiently. Taskspecific sub-networks are branched out from different layers of this network depending on whether they rely on local or global information of the face. The complete network, when trained end-to-end, significantly improves the face recognition performance as well as other face analysis tasks. This paper makes the following contributions.
1) We propose a novel CNN architecture that simultaneously performs face detection, landmarks localization, pose estimation, gender recognition, smile detection, age estimation and face identification and verification. 2) We design a MTL framework for training, which regularizes the parameters of the network. 3) We achieve state-of-the-art performances on challenging unconstrained datasets for most of these tasks. Ranjan et al. [37] recently proposed HyperFace that simultaneously performs the tasks of face detection, landmarks localization, pose estimation and gender recognition. The approach in this paper is different from HyperFace in the following aspects. Firstly, we additionally solve for the tasks of smile detection, age estimation and face recognition. Secondly, our MTL framework utilizes domain-based regularization by training on multiple datasets whereas Hyper-Face trains only on AFLW [24] . Finally, we initialize our network with weights from face recognition task [42] which provides a more robust and domain specific initialization while HyperFace network is initialized using the weights from AlexNet [25] . This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews closely related works. Section III describes the proposed algorithm in detail. Section IV provides the results of our method on challenging datasets for all the tasks. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with a brief discussion and future works.
II. RELATED WORK
Multitask learning was first analyzed in detail by Caruana [3] . Since then, several approaches have used MTL for solving many problems in Computer Vision. One of the earlier methods for jointly learning face detection, landmarks localization and pose estimation was proposed in [60] which was later extended in [61] . It used a mixture of trees model with shared pool of parts, where a part represents a landmark location. Recently, several methods have incorporated the MTL framework with deep CNNs to train face-related tasks. Levi et al. [27] proposed a CNN for simultaneous age and gender estimation. HyperFace [37] trained a MTL network for face detection, landmarks localization, pose and gender estimation by fusing the intermediate layers of CNN for improved feature extraction. Ehrlich et al. [10] proposed a multi-task restricted Boltzmann machine to learn facial attributes, while Zhang et al. [57] improved landmarks localization by training it jointly with head-pose estimation and facial attribute inference. Although these methods perform MTL on a small set of tasks, they do not allow training a large set of correlated tasks as proposed in this paper.
Significant research has been undertaken for improving individual face analysis tasks. Recent methods for face detection based on deep CNNs such as DP2MFD [36] , Faceness [51] , Hyperface [37] , Faster-RCNN [20] , etc., have significantly outperformed traditional approaches like TSM [60] and NDPFace [30] .
Only a handful of methods have used deep CNNs for face alignment tasks [57] , [26] , [59] , [37] , due to lack of sufficient training data. Existing methods for landmark localization have focused mainly on near-frontal faces [2] , [39] , [22] where all the essential keypoints are visible. Recent methods such as PIFA [21] , 3DDFA [59] , HyperFace [37] and CCL [58] have explored face alignment over varying pose angles.
The task of pose estimation is to infer the orientation of a person's head relative to the camera. Some examples of pose estimation in unconstrained images are TSM [60] , FaceDPL [61] and HyperFace [37] .
The tasks of gender and smile classification from unconstrained images have been considered as a part of facial attribute inference. Recently, Liu et al. [32] released CelebA dataset containing about 200, 000 near-frontal images with 40 attributes including gender and smile, which accelerated the research in this field [47] , [37] , [56] , [10] . Faces of the world [13] challenge dataset further advanced the research on these tasks for faces with varying scale, illumination and pose [28] , [45] , [54] . Age Estimation is the task of estimating the real or apparent age of a person based on their face image. Few methods have already surpassed human error for the apparent age estimation challenge [12] using deep CNNs [41] , [6] . Face Verification is the task of predicting whether a pair of faces belong to the same person. Recent methods such as DeepFace [44] , Facenet [43] , VGG-Face [35] have significantly improved the verification accuracy on the LFW [17] dataset by training deep CNN models on millions of annotated data. However, it is still a challenging problem for unconstrained faces with large variations in viewpoint and illumination (IJB-A [23] dataset). We address this issue by regularizing the CNN parameters using the MTL framework, with only half-a-million samples (CASIA [52] ) for training.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
We propose a multi-purpose CNN which can simultaneously detect faces, extract key-points and pose angles, determine smile expression and gender and estimate age from any unconstrained image of a face. Additionally, it assigns an identity descriptor to each face which can be used for face recognition and verification. The proposed algorithm is trained in a MTL framework which builds a synergy among different face related tasks improving the performance for each of them. In this section we discuss the advantages of MTL in the context of face analysis and provide the details of network design, training and testing procedures.
A. Multi-task Learning
Typically, a face analysis task requires a cropped face region as the input. The deep CNN processes the face to obtain a representation and extract meaningful information related to the task. According to [53] , lower layers of CNN learn features common to a general set of face analysis tasks whereas upper layers are more specific to individual tasks. Therefore, we share the parameters of lower layers of CNN among different tasks to produce a generic face representation which is subsequently processed by the taskspecific layers to generate the required outputs ( Fig. 2 ). Goodfellow et al. [14] interprets MTL as a regularization methodology for deep CNNs. The MTL approach used in our framework can be explained by following two types of regularization. [52] Identification, Gender 490,356 MORPH [40] Age, Gender 55,608 IMDB+WIKI [41] Age, Gender 224,840 Adience [27] Age 19,370 CelebA [32] Smile, Gender 182,637 AFLW [24] Detection, Pose, Fiducials 20,342 Total 993,153 1) Task-based Regularization: Let the cost function for a given task t i with shared parameters θ s and task-specific parameters θ ti be J i (θ s , θ ti ; D), where D is the input data. For isolated learning, the optimum network parameters (θ * s , θ * ti ) can be computed using (1)
For MTL, the optimal parameters for the task t i can be obtained by minimizing the weighted sum of loss functions for each task, as shown in (2). The loss weight for task t i is denoted by α i .
(2) Since other tasks contribute only to the learning of shared parameters, they can be interpreted as a regularizer R i on θ s with respect to the given task t i , as shown in (3). Thus, MTL shrinks the solution space of θ s such that the learned parameter vector is in consensus with all the tasks, thus reducing over-fitting and enabling the optimization procedure to find a more robust solution.
2) Domain-based Regularization: For face analysis tasks, we do not have a large dataset with annotations for fiducial points, pose, gender, age, smile and identity information available. Hence, we adopt the approach of training multiple CNNs with respect to task-related datasets D i , and share the parameters among them. In this way, the shared parameter θ s adapts to the complete set of domains (D 1 , D 2 , ...D d ) instead of fitting to a task-specific domain. Additionally, the total number of training samples increases to roughly one-million, which is advantageous for training deep CNNs. Table I lists the different datasets used for training our allin-one CNN, along with their respective tasks and sample sizes.
B. Network Architecture
The all-in-one CNN architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . We start with the pre-trained face identification network from Sankaranarayanan et al. [42] . The network consists of seven convolutional layers followed by three fully connected layers. We use it as a backbone network for training the face identification task and sharing the parameters from its first six convolution layers with other face-related tasks.
Parametric Rectifier Linear units (PReLUs) are used as the activation function. We argue that a CNN pre-trained on face identification task provides a better initialization for a generic face analysis task, since the filters retain discriminative face information.
We divide the tasks into two groups: 1) subjectindependent tasks which include face detection, keypoints localization and visibility, pose estimation and smile prediction, and 2) subject-dependent tasks which include age estimation, gender prediction and face recognition. Similar to HyperFace [37] we fuse the first, third and fifth convolutional layers for training the subject-independent tasks, as they rely more on local information available from the lower layers of the network. We attach two convolution layers and a pooling layer respectively to these layers, to obtain a consistent feature map size of 6 × 6. A dimensionality reduction layer is added to reduce the number of feature maps to 256. It is followed by a fully connected layer of dimension 2048, which forms a generic representation for subject-independent tasks. At this point, the specific tasks are branched into fully connected layers of dimension 512 each, which are followed by the output layers respectively.
The subject-dependent tasks of age estimation and gender classification are branched out from the sixth convolutional layer of the backbone network after performing the max pooling operation. The global features thus obtained are fed to a 3-layered fully connected network for each of these tasks. We keep the seventh convolutional layer unshared to adapt it specifically to the face recognition task. Task-specific loss functions are used to train the complete network endto-end.
C. Training
The training CNN model contains five sub-networks with parameters shared among them. The tasks of face detection, key-points localization and visibility, and pose estimation are trained in a single sub-network, since all of them use a common dataset (AFLW [24] ) for training. The remaining tasks of smile detection, gender recognition, age estimation and face recognition are trained using separate sub-networks. At test time, these sub-networks are fused together into a single all-in-one CNN (Fig. 3 ). All tasks are simultaneously trained end-to-end using Caffe [19] . Here, we discuss the loss functions and training dataset for each of them.
1) Face Detection, Key-points Localization and Pose Estimation: These tasks are trained in a similar manner as HyperFace [37] , using AFLW [24] dataset. We randomly select 1000 images from the dataset for testing, and use the remaining images for training. We use the Selective Search [46] algorithm to generate region proposals for faces from an image. Regions with Intersection-Over-Union (IOU) overlap of more than 0. 2) Gender Recognition: It is a binary classification problem similar to face detection. The datasets used for training gender are listed in Table I . The training images are first aligned using facial key-points which are either provided by the dataset or computed using HyperFace [37] . A crossentropy loss L G is used for training as shown in (4)
where g = 0 for male and 1 for female. p g is the predicted probability that the input face is a female.
3) Smile Detection: The smile attribute is trained to make the network robust to expression variations for face recognition. We use CelebA [32] dataset for training. Similar to the gender classification task, the the images are aligned before passing them through the network. The loss function L S is given by (5)
where s = 1 for a smiling face and 0 otherwise. p s is the predicted probability that the input face is smiling.
4) Age Estimation:
We formulate the age estimation task as a regression problem in which the network learns to predict the age from a face image. We use IMDB+WIKI [41] , Adience [27] and MORPH [40] datasets for training. It has been shown by Ranjan et. al. [38] that the Gaussian loss works better than the Euclidean loss for apparent age estimation when the standard deviation of age is given. However, the gradient of Gaussian loss is close to zero when the predicted age is far from the true age ( Fig. 4) , which slows the training process. Hence, we use a linear combination of these two loss functions weighted by λ as shown in (6)
where L A is the age loss, y is the predicted age, a is the ground-truth age and σ is the standard deviation of the annotated age value. λ is initialized with 0 at the start of the training, and increased to 1 subsequently. In our implementation, we keep λ = 0 initially and switch it to 1 after 20k iterations. σ is fixed at 3 if not provided by the training set. 
5) Face Recognition:
We use 10, 548 subjects from CA-SIA [52] dataset to train the face identification task. The images are aligned using HyperFace [37] before passing them through the network. We deploy a multi-class crossentropy loss function L R for training as shown in (7)
where y c = 1 if the sample belongs to class c, otherwise 0. The predicted probability that a sample belongs to class c is given by p c .
The final overall loss L is the weighted sum of individual loss functions, given in (8)
where L t is the loss and λ t is the loss-weight corresponding to task t. The loss-weights are chosen empirically. We assign a higher weight to regression tasks as they tend to have lower loss magnitude than classification tasks.
D. Testing
We deploy a two-stage process during test time as shown in Fig. 5 . In the first stage, we use the Selective Search [46] to generate region proposals from a test image, which are passed through our all-in-one network to obtain the detection scores, pose estimates, fiducial points and their visibility.
We use Iterative Region Proposals and Landmarks-based NMS [37] to filter out non-faces and improve fiducials and pose estimates. For the second stage, we use the extracted fiducial points to align each detected face to a canonical view using similarity transform. The aligned faces, along with their flipped versions are passed again through the network to get the smile, gender, age and identity information. We use the 512dimensional feature from the penultimate fully connected layer of the identification network as the identity descriptor.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The proposed method is evaluated for all the tasks on which it was trained except the key-points visibility, due to the lack of a proper evaluation protocol. We select HyperFace [37] as a comparison baseline for the tasks of face detection, pose estimation, landmarks localization and gender recognition. For face recognition task, the method from Sankaranarayanan et. al. [42] , which is used as the initialization, is used as the baseline.
A. Face Detection
We evaluate the face detection task on Annotated Face in-the-Wild (AFW) [60] , PASCAL faces [49] and Face Detection Dataset and Benchmark (FDDB) [18] datasets. All these datasets contain faces with wide variations in appearance, scale, viewpoint and illumination. To evaluate on AFW and PASCAL datasets, we finetune the face detection branch of the network on FDDB. To evaluate on the FDDB dataset, we finetune according to the 10-fold cross validation experiments [18] .
The precision-recall curves for AFW and PASCAL dataset, and the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for FDDB dataset are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen from the figures that our method achieves state-ofthe-art performance on AFW and PASCAL dataset with mean average precision (mAP) of 98.5% and 95.01% respectively. On FDDB dataset, our method performs better than most of the reported algorithms. It gets lower recall than Faster-RCNN [20] and Zhang et al. [55] , since small faces of FDDB fail to get captured in any of the region proposals. Other recently published methods compared in our detection evaluations include DP2MFD [36] , Faceness [51] , Headhunter [34] , Joint Cascade [5] , Structured Models [49] , Cascade CNN [29] , NDPFace [30] , TSM [60] , as well as three commercial systems Face++, Picasa and Face.com.
B. Landmarks Localization
We evaluate our performance on AFW [60] and AFLW [24] datasets as they contain large variations in viewpoints of faces. The landmarks location is computed as the mean of the predicted landmarks corresponding to region proposals having IOU>0.5 with the test face. For AFLW [24] evaluation, we follow the protocol given in [59] . We randomly create a subset of 450 samples from our test set such that the absolute yaw angles within [0 Table II compares the Normalized Mean Error (NME) for our method with recent face alignment method adapted to face profoling [59] , for each of the yaw bins. Our method significantly outperforms the previous best HyperFace [37] , reducing the error by more than 30%. A low standard deviation of 0.13 suggests that landmarks prediction is consistent as pose angles vary. For AFW [60] evaluation, we follow the protocol described in [58] . Fig. 7(a) shows comparisons with recently published methods such as CCL [58] , HyperFace [37] , LBF [39] , SDM [48] , ERT [22] and RCPR [1] . It is evident that the proposed algorithm performs better than existing methods on unconstrained and profile faces since it predicts landmarks with less than 5% NME on more than 95.5% of test faces. However, it lacks in pixel-accurate precise localization of key-points for easy faces, which can be inferred from the lower end of the curve. Most of these algorithms use cascade stage-wise regression to improve the localization, which is slower compared to a single forward pass of the network.
C. Pose Estimation
We evaluate our method on AFW [60] dataset for the pose estimation task. According to the protocol defined in [60] , we compute the absolute error only for the yaw angles. Since, the ground-truth yaw angles are provided in multiples of 15 • , we round-off our predicted yaw to the nearest 15 • for evaluation. Fig. 7(b) shows the comparison of our method with HyperFace [37] , Face DPL [61] , Multiview HoG [60] and face.com. It is clear that the proposed algorithm performs better than competing methods and is able to predict the yaw in the range of ±15 • for more than 99% of the faces. Fig. 7 : Performance evaluation on AFW dataset for (a) landmarks localization task, (b) pose estimation task. The numbers in the legend are the percentage of test faces with (a) NME less than 5%, (b) absolute yaw error less than or equal to 15 •
D. Gender and Smile Recognition
We evaluate the smile and gender recognition performance on Large-scale CelebFaces Attributes (CelebA) [32] and ChaLearn Faces of the World [13] datasets. While CelebA [32] has wide variety of subjects, they mostly contain frontal faces. Faces of the World [13] has wide variations in scale and viewpoints of faces. We take the mean of the predicted scores obtained from region proposals having IOU>0.5 with the given face, as our final score for smile and gender attributes. Table III compares the gender and smile accuracy with recently published methods. On CelebA [32] , we outperform all the methods for gender accuracy. Our smile accuracy is lower only to Walk and Learn [47] which uses other contextual information to improve prediction. The gender and smile branches of the network were finetuned on the training set of Faces of the World [13] before its evaluation. We achieve state-of-the-art performance for both gender and smile classification on their validation set. 
E. Age Estimation
We use Chalearn LAP2015 [12] apparent age estimation challenge dataset and FG-NET [15] Aging Database for evaluating our age estimation task. We fine-tune the age-task branch of the network on the training set of the challenge dataset, and show the results on the validation set. The error is computed according to the protocol described in [12] . For FG-Net [15] , we follow the standard Leave-One-Out-Protocol (LOPO). Table IV lists the evaluation error for both these datasets. We surpass human error of 0.34 and perform comparable to state-of-the-art methods, obtaining an error of 0.293 on Chalearn LAP2015 [12] dataset. On FG-Net [15] , we significantly outperform other methods, achieving an average error of 2 years. 
F. Face Identification/Verification
We evaluate the tasks of face recognition and verification on the IARPA Janus Benchmark-A (IJB-A) [23] dataset. The dataset contains 500 subjects with a total of 25, 813 images including 5, 399 still images and 20, 414 video frames. It contains faces with extreme viewpoints, resolution and illumination which makes it more challenging than the commonly used LFW [17] dataset.
For IJB-A dataset, given a template containing multiple faces, we generate a common vector representation by media pooling the individual face descriptors, as explained in [42] . A naive way to measure the similarity of a template pair, is by taking the cosine distance between their descriptors. A better way is to learn an embedding space where features corresponding to similar pairs are close to each other while dissimilar pairs are far away. We train a Triplet Probabilistic Embedding (TPE) [42] using the training splits provided by the dataset. Table V compares with recently published methods on IJB-A. We achieve state-of-the-results for the face identification task. Although we perform comparable to template-adaptaion learning (Crosswhite et al. [9] ) on verification task, we achieve a significantly faster query time (0.1s after face detection per image pair). We get a consistent improvement of 2% to 3% over the baseline network [42] for all metrics. [36] LDDR [26] Chen et al. [8] Joint Bayesian [8] 0.776(0.033) 0.834(0.017) HyperFace [37] Sankaranarayanan et al [42] cosine 0.871(0.01) 0.925(0.01) HyperFace [37] Sankaranarayanan et al [42] TPE [42] 0.90(0.01) 0.932(0.01) HyperFace [37] Ours cosine 0.889(0.01) 0.939(0.01) Ours cosine 0.893(0.01) 0.941(0.008) Ours TPE [42] 0.922(0.01) 0.947(0.008)
We also compare our performance with end-to-end face recognition methods in Table VI . Our method outperforms existing end-to-end systems which shows that training all the tasks in the pipeline simultaneously, reduces the error. We see a two-fold improvement, i.e., about 80% performance gain is a result of improved identity descriptor and 20% gain is due to improved face alignment.
G. Runtime
We implemented our all-in-one network on a machine with 8 CPU cores and GTX TITAN-X GPU. It takes an average of 3.5s to process an image. The major bottleneck for speed is the process of generating region proposals and passing each of them through the CNN. The second stage of our method takes merely 0.1s of computation time.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we presented a multi-task CNN-based method for simultaneous face detection, face alignment, pose estimation, gender and smile classification, age estimation and face verification and recognition. Our method performs significantly better than HyperFace, even though both of them use the MTL framework. This work demonstrates that subject-independent tasks benefit from domain-based regularization and network initialization from face recognition task. Also, the improvement in face verification and recognition performance compared to [42] clearly suggests that MTL helps in learning robust feature descriptors. In future, we plan to extend this method for other face-related tasks and make the algorithm real time.
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